ADVISORY
FOR KIND ATTENTION OF BUS USERS
1.

Only bus user student/staff are permitted inside the school bus.

2. ‘M’ prefixed route numbers, are morning pick-up routes. The time
mentioned against each stop, is the departure time from that stop. The
timing of the morning routes are so engineered that the short route buses
arrive between 7.30 AM to 7.40 AM and long route buses arrive between
7.40 AM to 7.50 AM. The bus will not wait beyond the listed time at any
bus stop and students will be picked up from the listed bus stops only.
3. ‘A’ prefixed route numbers, are afternoon drop-back routes. Routes
A101 to A142 are for Pre Primary classes in routine and exam routes for
senior classes. A1 to A91 are for class 1 onwards. The time mentioned
against each stop, is the expected time of arrival. The dynamic traffic
conditions along that route on any given day may cause a variation.
Students will be dropped back at the listed bus stops only.
4. The area covered by the route and the stops are reflected under the
route number.
5. The mobile phone number mentioned on each bus route is that of the
bus guard travelling in that bus. The bus guards are instructed not to
make calls, unless in emergency.
6. The mobile phone based application for the GPS bus tracking
system is suggested to be used for real time updates on the location of the
bus. Parents can download the application “Lotus Valley” from ‘Google play
store/Appstore’. Detailed instructions are listed on the school web site.
7.

All new admissions have been mentioned in UPPER CASE.

8. Requests for creating new bus stops will not be accepted till summer
break and shall be processed on case to case basis. Those bus stops which
have no student listed in them have been crossed across and shall be
deleted if there are no users when the session starts.
9.

Eating is not permitted inside the buses.

10.

The safety of staff is also important to us.

